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McGreevy

PROLAB
& ProPress

Professional Quality Photo Lab & Press Printing Services

518-426-1039

Contact Sheets (From Film)

Contact sheets are a very efficient way to view a roll of film. This traditional viewing method shows all the
images neatly on one page and provides a good record of exposure accuracy. We no longer make our
contacts using an enlarger, but instead create them digitally. We start by first sleeving the film in a clear
archival page; the page of film is then flatbed scanned, color corrected and printed on 8x10 paper.

B&W

C-41

Turn-around: 2 Days

At time of film processing

15.00

15.00

24hr. Rush + 50%
6hr. Rush +100%

Not at time of film processing

18.00

18.00

8x10

8x10

 Glossy paper only.
 Price does not include film processing.
Available from: 35mm through 8x10 film formats.

Index Prints
Index Prints
(From Digital Files)
Index prints are similar to contact sheets in that they conveniently show all the images on one page. The big
difference is that they are compiled from digital camera files or individual film scans and this opens up a variety
of new possibilities. You can choose either 6, 12, 24, or 36 images per page. By pre-editing scanned images or
digital camera files you can submit index print orders that are specifically tailored to your needs; make “best of”’
pages, as it were. We can even spiral bind a group of index prints to make a nice flip book. Index prints will even
show your customized file name below each image. One nice feature of ordering index prints along with
photofinishing is that each image on the index print has the same density and color correction that was used to
print the roll. Index prints of film rolls do not show the film edge as contact sheets do.

Standard index prints hold
36 images, but you can also
choose pages that hold 6,
12, or 24 larger images.

4x6

3.00

Turn-around: 2 Days

8x10

7.50

24hr. Rush + 50%
6hr. Rush +100%

10x15

15.00

Spiral Bind multiple index pages together to make a flip book - no extra cost
Available From: Digital camera files or scanned images.

Film must first be scanned to make index prints;
scanning is not included in the cost of the index print.

376 Broadway, Albany, NY 12207

Prices are subject to change.

www.mcgreevyprolab.com

